BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York

College Senate
Minutes of October 11, 2012
Present: N. Afranie, B. Alleyne, S. Atamturktur, R. Bass, C. Berotte Joseph, T. Brennan, L.
Broughton, G. Burghart, A. Canelo, H. Clampman, M. Coleman, S. Davis, W. DeJong-Lambert,
A. Durante, M. Fein, J. Freeman, D. Genova, D. Gonsher, Julius Gonzalez, R. Gouraige, G.
Guarnieri, D. Hadaller, L. Hurley, M. Kirk, A. Lal, M. Leonardo, C. Maliti, D-E. Matsoukas, A.
McInerney, I. Mirsky, J. Molina, H. Papas-Kavalis, K. Pinkrah, M. Pita, T. Pollard, R. Quinn,
L. Rosario, R. Shane, H. Skinner, K. Taylor, K. Thomas, C. Vendryes, T. Warren, W.
Washington, J. Wilson, E. Winston, B. Yarmolinsky, R. Zuhair
Absent: E. Bayas, M. Diallo, T. Ingram, A. Levy, M. Refling
Excused: R. Ben-Nun (alternate), A. Brewer, P. Kolozi, T. McManus
Present Alternates: M. Gannon
Guests: G. Acosta, S. Amper, J. Athanasourelis, R. Beuka, J. Bolt, L. Brenner, C. Dacey-Groth,
R. Dempsey, F. DeNaples, M. Denbo, D. Kessler-Eng, B. Gantt, S. Gupta, K. Ismail, S. Kim, L.
Montenegro, F. Moore, S. Moss, A. Ortiz, A. Parmegiani, N. Phillip, L. Rice, N. Ritze, J. Rodas, C.
Simpson, D. Taylor, B. Thill, K. Urda, C. Vasquez, H. Wach, E. Williams-Woodley
1. Call to Order: 12:25 P.M., A. McInerney
2. Greetings and Introductions: A. McInerney noted today is Professor Ruth Bass’s
birthday and welcomed new Senator Martin Fein.
3. Approval of the Agenda: Approved by unanimous voice vote.
4. Approval of Minutes of September 13, 2012: Approved as amended by unanimous
voice vote.
5. Action Item: Curriculum Committee (see attachment)
a. Classes to be forwarded to Pathways committees.
i. H. Clampman made a motion to accept all 95 courses into the Common
Core (under number 1 Actions previously reported to the Senate in the
attachment).
ii. The motion carried unanimously by voice vote.
6. President’s Report:
a. President Berotte Joseph reported that the Cabinet’s 2-day planning retreat
focused on the FY13 PMP (Performance Management Program) and generated
much work. The Presidential grants are again up and available; there is a
workshop this afternoon on writing grant proposals; she encourages faculty
members to apply. The President discussed handout on one-year retention and
the four-year graduation rates (see attachment). BCC’s four-year graduation
rate is the lowest in CUNY (14.8%). BCC also has the lowest one-year retention
rate (58.2%) in CUNY. Steps must be made to improve these rates. Last year
the First Year Initiative was piloted. President Berotte Joseph encouraged the
members to look at learning outcomes and work toward improving them. As a

campus committed to access, we also need to be committed to excellence. On
this campus there are a number of successes including the First Year Initiative
and ASAP. The ASAP program has a 3-year graduation rate of 52%; for those
with remediation needs the 3-year graduation rate is 30%. This type of work
also provides the opportunity to faculty members for publishable action research.
b. Nancy Ritze noted that the retention and graduation rates are symptoms; the
actual problems may not be identified yet. BCC needs to identify the systemic
barriers to success. As part of the First Year Initiative, they identified a number
of barriers to student success: student disposition, student sense of
responsibility, skill level, support at home, student awareness of time
management (life management). Small corrective efforts will not be successful;
instead we need systemic comprehensive institution-wide efforts in order to
make real change. The students in the Freshman Seminar had high GPAs,
greater credit accumulation, and higher first year retention rates. The program
has been expanded in its second year and is still being improved. In November
there will be a big campus-wide meeting to provide information on what’s
happening with the First Year Initiative.
7. Announcements and Reports
a. Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, and Faculty Council Chairperson
i. A. McInerney reported on the activities of the Senate Executive
Committee, which included nominations for the Faculty-Student
Disciplinary Committee and a discussion of the budget and the annual
evaluation of standing senate committees (see attachment).
ii. T. Warren reported that SGA had a welcome back party on Sept. 28th
and gave out two ipods. The next event is the Halloween Bash (a
collaboration with Student Life); the bash includes a children’s movie
from 3-6 PM and the Halloween Party in the evening on October 26th.
There will be a chess game (Chess War) RSCB 211 from noon to 2 PM
on October 18th. SGA will host a coffee hour for the evening students at
7PM on October 24th. The biweekly meeting has been scheduled Fridays
from 3 to 6PM in RSCB 310; they encourage faculty and staff to attend
and participate.
iii. M. Pita reported that they heard reports from a number of departments
on resolutions on the importance faculty governance in the Pathways
process.
b. Vice-Presidents and Deans
i. VP D. Hadaller reminded the body that N. Philip and L. Montenegro are
now associate deans. J. Berman is now the evening and weekend dean. D.
Hadaller thanked everyone for their hard work on the Pathways Common
Core.
ii. Dean N. Ritze reminded the body that the academic progress grades are still
available to be given. The research that BCC has done indicated that the
earlier students receive feedback on their progress, the better their chances
to improve
iii. Dean B. Gantt reported on behalf of Vice President Athos Brewer, Student
Affairs, that they are focusing on two agendas or this year: 1) talking to
seniors in high school about applying for financial aid early; 2) developing a
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New Student Orientation process that focuses on student engagement from
an environmental, enrollment, and customer-service point of view.
8. Budget Report (see attachment): SVP M. Coleman presented the draft plan of the
operating budget and the COMPACT. The additional tuition increase is supposed to
support the College’s operations. The COMPACT is supposed to be an investment in
the College and not supplant the College’s budget. Page 1 shows a comparison between
the 2011 and 2013 operating budgets. The 2013 budget only increase by $100,000 and
the College is expected to raise an additional $1,000,000. The COMPACT allocation
increased $3,000,000. Much of the money is required to be used in specific ways by
University. BCC requested $800,000 for support of the new building. The COMPACT
plan starts on page 4 and is divided into four missions: academic excellence, maintaining
integrated systems and facilitating articulation, expanding access, and remaining
responsive to the urban setting. A significant amount of money is being allocated to
facilities and infrastructure for building repairs campus-wide. Dean Taylor chairs the
sustainable energy committee on campus, which welcomes input from the campus
community.
9. Auxiliary Enterprises: No Report
10. BCC, Inc.: No Report
11. Committee Reports
a. Academic Standing: No Report
b. Curriculum (see attachment): H. Clampman presented the Pathways Common
Core being presented for the first time. All related documents can be found in the
Curriculum Committee Public Folder.
i. Unmodified courses: POL 72 (flexible core A)
ii. Move from flexible core C to flexible core A: SPN 21, SPN 22
iii. Modified existing degree program: Liberal Arts & Sciences AS Degree –
all 4 options (Biology, Chemistry, Earth Systems & Environment Science,
and Physics)
iv. New experimental courses (which require no Senate vote): ARB 11, FYS
11
c. Governance and Elections: F. Moore noted he was re-elected chair, R. Zuhair
was elected vice-chair, and P. Kolozi was elected secretary.
d. Instruction and Professional Development: B. Yarmolinsky noted V. Walker
was elected chair.
e. Space, Facilities, and Physical Plant: A representative of the SGA asked about
what has happened to RSCB 211 and why students were not consulted. M.
Coleman responded that the RSCB renovation was started about 5 years ago.
RSCB 211 is going to be used for events and will be available for all members of
campus to schedule events. M. Coleman reported that the furniture in RSCB
211 will be moved elsewhere on the second floor where there is currently no
furniture.
f. Student Activities: No Report
g. Student Government Association: No Report
h. University Faculty Senate: H. Skinner reported that there was a major discussion
about sustainable energy issues. In addition, the UFS reported that the average
excess credits students of who transfer from 2-year to 4-year schools is 2.6 credits.
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N. Ritze commented that on average BCC students who transfer have better
retention and graduation rates at the 44-year
year colleges than students who transfer
from other CUNY 22-year colleges.
i. University Student Senate
Senate: R. Zuhair reported that on the 14th of October
elections will be held for the USS.
j. Vice-Presidents
Presidents and Deans
Deans: No Report
12. New Business:
13. Adjournment: 1:43 P.M., A. McInerney
Respectfully Submitted,

Laura C. Broughton, Secretary
Handouts:
• Report of Actions by the Curriculum Committee through 10/9/12
• Update on One-Year
Year Retention and Four
Four-Year Graduation Rates
• Senate Executive Committee: Annual Evaluation of the Performance and
Accomplishments of the Standing Committees 2012
• Budget Report
• Curriculum Committee: supporting documents for actions reported to the Senate for
the first time
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York
Curriculum Committee
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

1.

Members of the College Senate
Professor Howard A. Clampman,
Chairperson Curriculum Committee
October 11, 2012
Report of Actions by the Curriculum Committee through 10/09/12

Actions previously reported to the Senate
(a)
Pathways Common Core Courses
i. Stem Courses
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

Common Core Area ‐ Course number & name
Required Core – B – Mathematics & Quantitative Reasoning:
MTH 30 – Pre‐Calculus Mathematics

4/17/12

MTH 31 – Analytical Geometry & Calculus I

4/17/12

2
Required Core – Bucket C – Life & Physical Sciences:
BIO 11 – General Biology I

9/11/12

BIO 23 – Human Anatomy and Physiology I

9/11/12

CHM 11 – General College Chemistry l

9/11/12

CHM 17 – Fundamentals of General Chemistry I

9/11/12

ENV 11 – Introduction to Environmental Health

9/11/12

ESE 11 – Earth Systems Science: The Earth

9/11/12

ESE 12 – Earth Systems Science: The Atmosphere

9/11/12

ESE 13 – Earth Systems Science: The Ocean

9/11/12

PHY 11 – College Physics I

9/11/12

PHY 31 – Physics I

9/11/12

10
Flexible Core – E – Scientific World:
BIO 12 – General Biology II
BIO 24 – Human Anatomy and Physiology II

9/11/12

CHM 12 – General College Chemistry II

9/11/12

9/11/12

CHM 18 – Fundamentals of General Chemistry II

9/11/12

PHY 12 – College Physics II

9/11/12

PHY 32 – Physics II

9/11/12

6
18
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ii. Unmodified Courses
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

Common Core Area ‐ Course number & name
Required Core – A – English Composition:
ENG 10 – Fundamentals of Composition & Rhetoric

4/17/12

ENG 11 – Composition & Rhetoric I

4/17/12

ENG 12 – Composition & Rhetoric II

4/17/12

ENG 14 – Written Composition & Prose Fiction

4/17/12

ENG 15 – Written Composition & Drama

4/17/12

ENG 16 – Written Composition & Poetry

4/17/12

6
Required Core – B – Mathematics & Quantitative Reasoning:
MTH 21 – Survey of Mathematics 1

4/17/12

MTH 23 – Probability & Statistics

4/17/12

2
Flexible Core – A – World Cultures & Global Issues:
ANT 11 – Introduction to Anthropology

4/24/12

COMM (CMS) 28 – African‐American & Puerto Rican Rhetoric

5/1/12

ECO 15 – History of Economic Thought

5/1/12

ECO 71 – Economics of Developing Areas

9/4/12

ENG 41 – History of the English Language

9/4/12

ENG 48 – Afro‐Caribbean Literature

9/4/12

HIS 10 – History of the Modern World

9/4/12

POL 31 – Comparative Government

4/24/12

POL 71 – Politics of Developing Areas

9/4/12

SOC 11 – Sociology

4/24/12

10

2

Flexible Core – B – US Experience in its Diversity:
COMM (CMS) 20 – Public Speaking and Critical Listening

9/4/12

CRJ 11 – Introduction to Criminal Justice

9/4/12

ECO 12 – Macroeconomics

9/4/12

ENG 47 – Latino Literature

9/4/12

ENG 50 – American Literature and Thought I

9/4/12

ENG 51 – American Literature and Thought II

9/4/12

ENG 53 – The Black Writer in American Literature

9/4/12

ENG 54 – Black Poetry

9/4/12

HIS 51 – History of the City of New York

9/4/12

HSC 10 – Human Services and Social Welfare Institutions

9/4/12

MEST (CMS) 60 – Introduction to Mass Communication

9/4/12

POL 11 – American National Government

9/4/12

POL 41 – Civil Rights in America Since 1954

9/4/12

13
Flexible Core – C – Creative Expression:
ART 55 – Modern Art

9/4/12

ART 56 – Graphic and Digital Design History

9/4/12

COMM (CMS) 26 – Oral Interpretation of Literature

9/4/12

ENG 21 – Introduction to Creative Writing

9/4/12

ENG 61 – Shakespeare

9/4/12

FILM (CMS) 61 – History and Theory of Film

9/4/12

SPN 30 – Literature and Culture of Puerto Rico

9/4/12

THEA (CMS) 70 – Introduction to Theatre

9/4/12

THEA (CMS) 75 – Introduction to Acting

9/4/12

9
Flexible Core – D – Individual & Society:
COMM (CMS) 11 – Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication

9/4/12

ECO 11 – Microeconomics

9/4/12

ENG 56 – Children’s Literature

9/4/12

ENG 57 – Introduction to Women’s Literature

9/4/12

MEST (CMS) 96 – Television, Society, and the Individual

9/4/12

PHL 11 – Introduction to Philosophy

9/4/12

PSY 11 – Introduction to Psychology

9/4/12

PSY 22 – Social Psychology

9/4/12

PSY 31 – Abnormal Psychology

9/4/12

PSY 40 – Life Span Development

9/4/12

PSY 41 – Psychology of Infancy and Childhood

9/4/12

PSY 42 – Psychology of Adolescence and Adulthood

9/4/12

PSY 43 – Psychological Development During Maturity and Aging

9/4/12

SOC 31 – Race and Ethnic Relations

9/4/12

3

SOC 34 – Social Deviance

9/4/12

SOC 35 – Introduction to Social Work

9/4/12

SOC 37 – Social Inequality

9/4/12

17
57

iii. Modified Courses
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

Common Core Area ‐ Course number & name
Required Core – Bucket C – Life & Physical Sciences:
AST 11 – Stellar Astronomy

9/4/12

CHM 20 – Nanoscience

9/4/12

PHY 10 – Concepts of Physics

9/4/12

3
Flexible Core – A – World Cultures & Global Issues:
GEO 10 – Introduction to Human Geography

9/4/12

1
Flexible Core – B – US Experience in its Diversity:
HIS 20 – The American Nation: The Political & Social Development of a
People

9/4/12

HIS 23 – Social and Intellectual History of Modern America

9/4/12

HIS 24 – The History of American Foreign Relations

9/4/12

3
Flexible Core – C – Creative Expression:
ART 11 – Introduction to Art

9/4/12

ART 12 – Introduction to Western and Non‐Western Cultures

9/4/12

FRN 22 – Readings in Modern French

9/4/12

ITL 22 – Readings in Modern Italian

9/4/12

ITL 23 – Dante’s Divine Comedy

9/4/12

MUS 11 – Introduction to Music

9/4/12

MUS 12 – Introduction to Music: A Multi‐Cultural Survey of World Music

9/4/12

SPN 22 – Latin‐American Language and Culture

9/4/12

SPN 25 – Generation of 1898

9/4/12

SPN 31 – Literature and Culture of the Spanish Caribbean

9/4/12

10

4

Flexible Core – D – Individual & Society:
ECO 31 – Economics of Labor

9/4/12

HIS 28 – Women: The Historical Perspective

9/4/12

POL 51 – Urban Politics

9/4/12

3

20

2.

Actions reported to the Senate for the first time
(a)
Pathways Common Core Courses
i. Unmodified Courses
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

Common Core Area ‐ Course number & name
Flexible Core – A – World Cultures & Global Issues:
POL 72 ‐ International Politics

10/9/12

ii. Move from Flexible Core C to Flexible Core A
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

Common Core Area ‐ Course number & name
SPN 21 ‐ Spanish Language and Culture

10/9/12

SPN 22 ‐ Latin American Language and Culture

10/9/12

(b)

Modified Existing Degree Programs
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

Liberal Arts & Sciences As Degree ‐ All 4 options (Biology, Chemistry,
Earth Systems & Environmental Science, And Physics )

(c)

10/9/12

New Experimental Courses
Date approved
by Curriculum
Committee

ARB AA (ARB 11) ‐ Beginning Arabic I – 4 credits, 4 hours

10/9/12

FYS 11 ‐ First Year Seminar – 1 credit, 2 hours

10/9/12
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Arabic 11 course
CUNY- Bronx Community College
2012-13
The syllabus
Objective of the course
This course is an introduction to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) with some usage of few Arabic
dialects, such as Tunisian, Egyptian, and Syrian. The course is structured for true beginners. It
intends to develop their communicative skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing; and
expose them to various cultural aspects of Arabic world. By the end of this course, students will
gain sufficient linguistic and cultural knowledge that will help them function and communicate
comfortably in an Arabic environment.
Evaluations:
- Students will have a test after each unit they finish. They will also have a number of
quizzes after each two or three topics of one unit.
- Assigned homework should be done and returned on time.
- By the end of unit two, students will be asked to perform a number of presentations,
sketches, and acting situations about a variety of cultural topics that they have discussed
in class.
- There is a final project towards the end of the term. The project is two parts: written and
oral. Students will pick up a general topic about the Arabic language and culture to work
on and present, examples are a cultural crafting, poster, video, webpage…etc).
Grading:
Test : %30
Quizzes: %5
Homework: %10
Participation: %5
Final exam: %30
Final project: %20
Program

WEEK1: UNIT 1: INTRODUCTION TO ARABIC
General introduction to Arabic- Students understand the importance of studying Arabic, the
features of Arabic language, and compare the differences between Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) and the various dialects.
Topic 1: Why study Arabic? Greetings: listening and speaking activity p. 5 & 6.
Topic 1: Why study Arabic? Greetings and Introductions, days of week, numbers, and
cognates.

WEEK 2: UNIT 1- INTRODUCTION TO ARABIC
Topic 2: Arabic Language (MSA, Dialect); Listening and speaking activities up to p.31
Activity 1 and 2 p. 33 to 36
Topic 2: Arabic Language (MSA, Dialect); nationalities, numbers, long and short vowels,
“shadda”, “tanween”, “sukun”, and traditional names of months.

WEEK 3: UNIT 1- INTRODUCTION TO ARABIC
Topic 3: Roots &Patterns; recognize basic word patters, recognize number (30-100), seasons
of the year, activities p.64 to 75
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Topic 3: Roots &Patterns; recognize Arabic letters, recognize differences between “ta” and tied
“ta” (ta maftouha and ta marbouta), recognize that Arabic is a gender –based language, become
familiar with seasons and weather.

WEEK 4: UNIT 1: INTRODUCTION TO ARABIC
Topic 4: Introductions and Greetings; formal and informal greetings, where are you from? I
am a student, combine Arabic letters in words, recognize numbers and read them correctly,
activities p. 94 to 104.
Topic 4: Introductions and Greetings; forms and customs of Arabic greetings, definite and
indefinite articles, activities p. 105 to 109.
Test 1

WEEK 5: UNIT 2: RELATIONSHIPS
Topic 1: Who Am I; describe self and others, where do I live, heritage background, ask and
respond to questions in Arabic, activities p. 112 to 120.
Topic 1: Who Am I; what neighborhood I live in, how Arabic people meet. Gender agreement
with numbers from 1 to 10, singular subject pronouns, compare cultural elements.
WEEK 6: UNIT 2: RELATIONSHIPS
Topic 2: My friends and Friends; describe family and friends relationships, use dual and plural
subject pronouns, describe preferences likes and dislikes, ask and respond to questions in Arabic,
activity p. 140 to 151.
Topic 2: My friends and Friends; gender agreement from 11 to 20, express preferences (house
chores you like to do, not like to do), conjugate past tense with plural subject pronoun, activity
p.151 to 159.
WEEK 7: UNIT 2: RELATIONSHIPS
Topic 3: My community; gender agreement with numbers (40, 50, 60…100), understanding
community according to Arabic norms and traditions, Activity p.160 to 169.
Topic 3: My community; present tense with singular subject pronouns, individual’s
responsibility towards community, community’s responsibilities towards individuals, ask and
respond to yes/no questions, activities p. 170 to 179.

WEEK 8: UNIT 2: RELATIONSHIPS
Topic 4: Family and Social Traditions; the importance of traditions for Arabic families,
compare between cultural traditions, recognize and use Arabic letters and numbers, present
tense with plural subject pronouns, activities p.180 to 189.
Topic 4: Family and Social Traditions; identify family and social traditions, compare and
contrast different cultures, present tense with plural subject pronouns, recognize differences
between tied ‘ta’ and tied ‘ha’, activities p. 190 to 200.
Test 2

WEEK 9: UNIT 3: FOOD
Topic 1: Food Pyramid; recognize different types of food in the Arabic world, express opinions
and thoughts about what you know and prefer to eat in Arabic food, describe things using
adjectives, activities p.205 to 216.
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Topic 1: Food pyramids; the importance of food in Arabic culture; components of an Arabic
pyramid, adjectives to describe food, read and use numbers, activities p. 217 to 225.

WEEK 10: UNIT 3: FOOD
Topic 2: Eids and Holidays; what are the significant holidays in Arabic culture, how Arabs
celebrate holidays; use vocabulary to describe events and emotions, recognize demonstrative
adjectives, activities p .227 to 235.
Topic 2: Eids and Holidays; the importance of food, family, and friends in Arabic holidays,
differences and similarities between Arabic holidays and other cultures, use adjectives to
d3escribe celebrations and events, use numbers (30, 40, ….), activities p. 236 to 250.

WEEK 11: UNIT 3: FOOD
Topic 3: Recipes; understand cultural aspects through food and recipes, use vocabulary to
describe recipes, understand and use tow questions types in Arabic (ma and ma’tha), all
activities.
Topic 4: At Restaurant; place an order in a restaurant, make a request “would like/want”, use
percentage as a math skill, differences of pronunciation between ( ) and ( ), all activities.
Presentations, Test 3

WEEK 12: UNIT 4: CLOTHING
Topic 1: Parts of The Body; name and describe parts of the body, Arabic conceptions of human
bodies, recognize and use different prepositions, activities p.292 to 304.
Topic1: Parts of The Body; Arabic researchers on human body, conceptions of beauty and
human body in Arabic culture, question words, activities p. 305 to 310. Presentations.

WEEK 13: UNIT 4: CLOTHING
Topic2: The Clothes We Wear; use vocabulary to describe clothing, recognize differences of
clothing in different Arabic countries, identify colors, recognize and use the dual for feminine
and masculine, activities p. 311 to 319.
Topic 2: The Clothes We Wear; compare and contrast clothes for women and men, and
between Arabic and American cultures, parts of the body and names of clothes, personalities and
clothing choices, activities p. 320 to 331. Presentations.

WEEK 14: UNIT 4: CLOTHING
Topic 3: Weddings and Celebrations; use vocabulary to describe weddings and dressing style
in Arabic cultures, compare and contrast Arabic and American wedding traditions, recognize
imperative tense, pronunciation differences between ( ) and ( ), all activities.
Topic 4: Fashion Design; understand the relationship between clothing style and identity,
clothing and human taste, use future tense, questions about prices, differences in pronunciation
between ( ) and ( ), all activities. Presentations.
Test 4

Week 15:
General Review; FINAL EXAM
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Section AIV: New Courses
AIV.1: Modern Language Department
Course Number: ARB 11 (Experimental)
Title: Introduction to Arabic I
Recitation: 4
Lab: 0
Credits: 4

Course Description: This introductory language course is designed for beginners of
Arabic. This course is not for native or heritage speakers of Arabic. Students will
develop their Arabic listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Introducing Arabic
letters and basic vocabulary of daily communication will be the major focus at this stage.
The course also focuses on the cultural aspects of the Arab world in context with
language learning. Students will be given opportunities to explore the cultural side of the
Arab world through different activities, presentations, and contacts with native Arabic
speakers and Arabic organizations in the United States.
The Teaching Approach (Methodology)
The Arabic program is structured in a way where students achieve considerable learning
of colloquial Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) in a brief amount of time, via
the communicative and task-based teaching approach. By the end of the courses, students
will be able to participate in conversations of various length and complexity, and perform
oral interview or formal presentations in MSA. Students will also become able to
distinguish, comprehend, and organically combine components of the colloquial and
MSA. The course also aims to develop vocabulary learning, grammatical accuracy, and
cultural knowledge.
The program focuses on building up the four language skills of Arabic: listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. The course uses a variety of authentic materials that are
selected and structured according to the students’ levels of proficiency.
Rationale: The Arab world is made of twenty-two countries situated in the
Mediterranean basin, stretching across to the Arabian Peninsula and down to North
Africa. 300 million people speak Arabic as a first language. It is also an international
language of commerce, religion and culture throughout the Islamic World. The Arabic
language and its literature have contributed to European and non-European languages and
literatures.
In recent years, Arabic has become an important language in the United States. Its
linguistic demands and cultural content are valuable for anyone who seeks a career
opportunity or wishes to conduct scholarly research in the Middle East and Africa; for
undergraduate or graduate studies in religion, comparative linguistic and literary analysis
and for other disciplines requiring global perspectives. Graduates with knowledge of
Arabic are in great demand in many sectors. Learning Arabic opens doors towards a wide
range of careers in different fields of communications, government, global commerce,

1

and international affairs, to name a few.
Events in the Arab world have had tremendous effects on the social, economic, and
political global stage. Recent incidents in Middle East and North Africa have entailed
major changes in daily lives. Only through learning Arabic can one understand the
cultural, religious, and social motives behind those changes. Proficiency in Arabic
facilitates exploring the region and interacting with Arabic native speakers not only when
traveling throughout the Arab world, but also with our ever-growing local Arabicspeaking population.
This course would fit the current two-semester foreign language requirement for most of
our students enrolled in our AA program. It would also parallel the same Pathways
learning outcomes for introductory foreign language courses (11 & 12 courses).
It would be applicable as a modern language requirement in the following curricula:
AS Programs: Liberal Arts and Sciences; Mathematics; Dietetics and Nutrition;
Community Health/School Education; Earth Systems and Environmental Science Option;
AA Programs: Liberal Arts and Sciences; International Studies Option; History Option;
Media Studies Option; Performing Arts Option; Political Science Option; Psychology
Option; Speech Pathology Option; Sociology Option.
It would also be applicable as an elective or restricted elective in the following curricula:
AAS Programs: Automotive technology; Computer Information Systems; Digital Arts;
Education Associate; Media Technology; Medical Office Assistant; Office
Administration and Technology; Education Associate; Marketing Management

2

Course Plan for First-Year Seminar (FYS 11)
October, 2012
Office of Academic Affairs
Why is the new course needed?
This course, to be offered on an experimental basis, is a substantially revised version of the experimental FYS 10
course piloted in Spring 2012 and Fall 2012 and is the academic centerpiece of a multi-dimensional effort to
improve the first-year experience for Bronx Community College students. The First Year Seminar is a two-hour,
one credit course, which includes several high impact practices (including use of ePortfolio, peer mentors, and
embedded academic advisors) designed to enhance student engagement and success in the first semester. For
Fall 2012, twenty sections are being taught by academic faculty and counseling faculty. Half of each course is
devoted to the introduction of an academic topic, identified as the Content Hour. While each faculty member
selects their own topic of study for the Content Hour, all sections focus on introducing two FYS general
education skills (information literacy and personal and professional development) as well as any other two
general education skills (communication, critical thinking, reasoning and analysis, scientific method,
mathematical method). Assignments given in all sections can be assessed with scoring rubrics especially
designed for emerging proficiencies expected in the first semester. The second hour, identified as the Support
Hour, is modeled after the ASAP seminar and is being piloted for the first time in Spring 2012. In this portion of
FYS, students are engaged in a structured series of activities designed to support engagement with other
students in the class as well as the development of self-confidence, personal accountability, and informed
decision making. In all sections of the First Year Seminar, students are expected to complete an academic plan;
a resume/career plan; an information literacy assignment; and two other general education assignments. An
ePortfolio is given to each FYS student, training in its use is provided, and instructors integrate it into
assignments and activities.
The following is a summary of the key elements in the FYS program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A highly structured “support hour” curriculum (See Appendix 2: Sample Syllabus)
Peer Mentors embedded in each FYS section (See Appendix 1: Peer Mentor Roles and Responsibilities)
Dedicated academic advisors attached to FYS sections
Systematic monitoring and assessment of student attendance and performance
Integration of ePortfolios into course assignments and student activities
Introductory exposure to and assessment of General Education proficiencies
Organized co-curricular activities

These elements have been demonstrated to positively impact community college student success. The FirstYear Seminar is needed to strengthen entering students’ understanding of college expectations and to provide a
stronger foundation for retention and successful degree completion. Recent CUNY performance measurements
reinforce the message that new retention efforts are needed. The most recent University report showed that
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BCC has the lowest one-year retention rate (58.2%) of all the CUNY community colleges and, along with BMCC, is
the only community college with an actual rate lower than the predicted 1 rate (60.9).
Comparative CUNY 1-Year Retention Rates for the Fall 2010
Entering First-time, Full-time Students
College
BCC
BMCC
Hostos
KCC
LaGuardia
QCC

Actual 1-Yr
Retention Rate
58.2
63.6
63.8
66.4
67.9
72.2

Predicted 1Year
Retention Rate
60.9
65.3
61.6
65.7
65.1
67.6

Four-year graduation rate data tell a similar story, with BCC’s performance well under other CUNY community
college rates, and also falling below the predicted rate:
Comparative CUNY 4-Year Graduation Rates for the Fall 2007
Entering First-time, Full-time Students
College

Actual 4-Year
Graduation Rate

Predicted 4-Year
Graduation Rate

BCC
BMCC
Hostos
KCC
LaGuardia
QCC

14.8
21.1
22.1
31.5
22.2
21.2

16.0
15.4
16.3
20.1
20.2
20.6

BCC research has clearly demonstrated that student performance in the first semester is significantly associated
with subsequent progress and persistence at the college. Moreover, recent changes to federal financial aid
regulations, and their connection to more stringent “standards of academic progress,” are placing larger number
of students on academic probation and in danger of dropping out. Analysis following the Spring 2011 semester
indicated that about 3,500 students (32% of total enrollment) were determined to be academically ineligible for
financial aid. Clearly, we face an imperative to help students navigate through their first year informed and
prepared to succeed.
The first FYS 10 semester in Spring 2012 has shown considerable promise in impacting student first semester
success (as measured by gpa, course grades, withdrawal rates, and credit accumulation).. Results based on the
Spring 2012 semester suggest that the FYS course is making a difference when compared to the older OCD
orientation class. Most Spring 2012 FYS students (n=200) registered quite late in the registration cycle, a pattern
which usually skews toward a high-risk profile. Nevertheless, these preliminary outcomes are quite promising:
1

Predicted rates are based on regression-adjusted performance measures, which take into account student characteristics.
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Course Pass Rate
Withdrawal Rate
Average Grade

GPA >=2.0
st
(1 term GPA)
Average overall
GPA
FA12 enrolled
(1-semester
retention rate)
Credit
Accumulation

OCD
64.1
22.6
1.98

FYS
65.8
15.1
2.46

FYS Difference
+1.7
-7.5
+.48

OCD
47.9

FYS
55.6

Neither OCD/FYS
45.3

1.67

1.93

1.67

69.2

70.3

58.8

3.10

4.51

4.07

For Fall 2012, approximately 500 students are enrolled in 20 sections of FYS 10. We anticipate that our Fall 2012
outcomes will show continued and strengthened success in engaging and retaining first-year students. An
additional experimental period, incorporating evidence-based revisions of our model, will better prepare for
bringing the course permanently into BCC curricula.
Which degree program will include the course?
As degree programs revise their pattern sheets to conform to the Pathways Initiative, the course will be included
in either the 1 credit or “enhanced” versions. Since not all programs will easily accommodate an additional
credit as part of the freshman seminar, efforts are currently underway to explore the enhancement of existing
freshmen courses with the most significant elements of the proposed Freshman Seminar. Six members of the
English Department have expressed interest in pursuing the faculty development involved in building “FYSenhanced” courses.
What course will be replaced by the new course?
During the experimental phase, and until staffing and training can meet the demand, FYS will run parallel to OCD
01. FYS and FYS-enhanced existing freshman courses are expected to eventually replace OCD.
What is the expected enrollment in the course?
FYS sections will be capped at 25.
How frequently will it be offered?
It will be offered each semester.
How many sections will be offered when it runs?
Twenty FYS 11 sections will be offered in Spring 2013, as well as six “FYS-enhanced” sections taught by English
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Department faculty. The number of sections will increase in future semesters as additional faculty are recruited
and trained.
Who will teach the new course?
Instructors will be drawn from faculty across all academic departments and college offices. Fall 2012 FYS faculty
include staff from Career and Transfer Services, the Criminal Justice program, and the following academic
departments: Art and Music; History; Modern Languages; Business and Information Systems; Education and
Reading; and Health, Phys. Ed. and Wellness; and Student Affairs. A cohort of English Department faculty will
join the FYS program in Spring 2013 to teach “FYS-enhanced” versions of English Department courses. A
significant resource in FYS classes are the peer mentors, successful students recruited and trained for this role,
who provide coaching and guidance for students taking the class. See Appendix 1 for a description of Peer
Mentor Roles and Responsibilities.
Are there any resources needed to teach the course and any additional costs that are anticipated?
Adjustment of workloads in academic departments may lead to adjunct replacement costs. Faculty development
costs will include stipends and reassigned time for instructors. Peer mentor salaries will also be included in
program costs.
What courses at other CUNY colleges appear to be equivalent?
Queensborough Community College and Kingsborough Community College both offer credit-bearing first-year
seminars. Queensborough’s is offered in limited numbers of sections. Kingsborough offers two versions of its
credit-bearing Freshman Seminar to substantial numbers of students. Over fifty sections are being offered
during Fall 2011, targeted to specific Learning Community groups.
Appendix 1:
First-Year Seminar Peer Mentor Roles and Responsibilities
1. Model effective student behaviors
• demonstrate effective time management/planning
• demonstrate appropriate academic behaviors/etiquette
• assist students in understanding the college policies and procedures
2. Lead discussions based on short informational presentations during each session
• present Winner’s Circle Alert each session
• discuss importance of information
• encourage individual further exploration of the topic
3. Conduct outreach to students
• contact students regarding attendance issues
• meet with students to discuss academic challenges
• encourage students’ greater participation in class activities
• assist students in accessing advisement/academic resources
• assist with registration of courses after students have met with an academic advisor
4. Refer students to campus services
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• assist students in identifying their particular needs and appropriate campus services
• identify students with problems and alert faculty members and advisors
5. Engage students in bcc community and their own academic identity
• assist students in forming positive relationships with each other and campus personnel
• encourage students to develop comfort relating appropriately to faculty and other figures of
authority
• introduce students to (and engage with them in) campus activities and events
• assist students in forming their own academic identity (using e-portfolio)
6. Provide feedback to faculty, academic advisors, and program coordinators to help improve student
learning and achievement
• identify for faculty topics or assignments that many/most students are struggling with
• identify for faculty individual students who may need specific help or particular referrals
• provide regular feedback to program coordinators about student/course progress
7. E-portfolio instruction and support (for faculty and students)
• present (or support presentation) of e-portfolio uses and functions
• assist faculty and students with their own e-portfolios (in labs, in class and on-line)
• weekly review (and feedback to students, faculty and advisors) of e-portfolios
Appendix 2: Sample Syllabus

Syllabus Template for Freshman Year Seminar (FYS 11)
Note: Each FYS instructors develops section-specific content for the “content hour” of the course. This
template lists the support hour material common to all FYS sections.
Credits: 1
Prerequisites or Co-requisites: None
Course Description:
This course is a holistic introduction to college life. It combines orientation assignments and activities
with an introduction to the academic skills you will need to be a successful college student as well as
an introduction to a variety of academic disciplines that are part of the college curriculum.
In this First-Year Seminar course, you will: clarify your academic and career goals; become familiar with
campus resources and services; become stimulated by academic topics; have fun; and engage with
other students in academic and social activities.
Course Goals:
The seminar will introduce entering students to critical thinking skills, cultivate verbal and written
communication skills, and orient students to the habits and practices associated with successful college
learning. Students will receive and utilize an electronic portfolio (ePortfolio), which will provide a
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vehicle for reflection on their transition to college and an online repository for their academic work.
Academic and social supports will be integrated into the course. To help new students adjust to college
life and to facilitate their academic and social integration, peer mentors will be assigned to course
sections.
General Education Objectives and Outcomes
1. The course integrates personal growth to foster academic and career success, through the
introduction of personal development strategies and problem-solving skills.
Outcome: Students will demonstrate personal growth through the creation of academic and career
plans.
2. The course introduces information literacy. Students will use information and technology to support
professional and academic careers.
Outcome: Students will begin to develop the ability to find, evaluate and use sources of information
gathered from traditional and technological resources (library, electronic databases).
3. Students are introduced to critical thinking and communication skills, using reading, writing,
listening and speaking to find, interpret, and communicate information in various modes.
Outcome: Students will demonstrate development of their ability to communicate effectively through
written and verbal expression.
4. Students are introduced to reasoning and analysis.
Outcome: Students will begin to learn how to analyze, interpret, evaluate, and integrate information in
order to solve problems.
5. Students are introduced to scientific method.
Outcome: Students will learn and apply the fundamentals of scientific method—observation,
hypothesis development, experiment and evidence, and analysis—to develop an understanding of its
application and use in the natural and physical world.
6. Students are introduced to mathematical method.
Outcome: Students will begin to develop an understanding of mathematical reasoning and its
application and use in a real world context.
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Course Outline of Activities and Outcomes
Activity
I. Orientation (Personal
Development) Activities
Clarification of Academic
Goals
Establishing an effective
advisement relationship
Building effective
academic habits
Clarification of
professional and career
goals
II. Academic Activities
Introduction to an
academic discipline*

Outcome

Students will create a multi-semester academic plan
Students will meet with an adviser at least twice during the semester
Students will keep a reflective log of time spent on academic preparation and
activities
Students will complete a resume and complete a career inventory to assist
with choosing a major.

Following initial presentation of content, students will engage in a sequence
of learning activities ( these may be oral, written, individual, group, face to
face, online)
Strengthening academic
• Students will practice and demonstrate General Education skills
skills*
(these will be grounded in any two of: communication, critical
thinking, reasoning and analysis, scientific method, or mathematical
method) through engagement with seminar content
• Students will work on group projects and presentations
Building
technology/digital
literacy
Building information
literacy

•
•

Students will learn to use BCC’s digital resources (OSSES, email)
Students will use ePortfolios to develop ideas, projects and
demonstrate learning

Students will complete a research project utilizing information obtained from
traditional and electronic resources

Suggested Grading Scheme
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Plan—10%
Resume/Career Plan—15%
Personal Reflection Assignments -10%
Information Literacy Assignment—10%
Assignments fulfilling two additional General Education objectives: 40%
Overall ePortfolio Grade—15%
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Assessment Plan:
All students will create an electronic portfolio (ePortfolio). The ePortfolio will be a repository for
student projects, writing and research, and will be an integral part of the student’s experience in the
course. Student work housed on the ePortfolio will have two evaluative purposes: it will be included in
the student’s course grade, and it will be available for subsequent institutional assessment.
Rubrics and other evaluation instruments will be designed and applied to each element making up the
course grade, including the ePortfolio.
Detailed Schedule
NOTE: the “Winner’s Circle” items are peer mentor-led activities focusing on specific information firstsemester students need to learn.
Week 1:
(Introduction to the Course)
1. Support Hour (SH) (Transitioning to College): Where I’ve Been, Where I Am, Where I’m Going.
2. Winners Circle-WC (Mentors) - Overview
3. Go over syllabus, student expectations and requirements

Week 2:
(Introduction to Academic Topic)
1. SH (Transitioning to College): What Do You Know and What Do You Still Need to Find Out?
2. WC – Financial Aid
3. ePortfolio training by Peer Mentor / Instructor
4. Write class reflection, post to eportfolio
Week 3:
1. SH (Transitioning to College): Communication
2. WC – Academic Standing, GPA
3. Describe Academic Plan Assignment (Due week 6) 10% of grade

Week 4
1. SH (Transitioning to College): Putting Yourself in the Picture
2. WC – Registrar Services
Week 5:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Know Yourself: The Personal Statement
2. WC – Financial Aid 2 (loans and scholarships)
3. Describe Primary Reflective Assignment: (Due Week 6, 10% of Grade)
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(ePortfolio)

Week 6:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Time Management
2. WC –Student Life
3. Review time management skills (calendar / to do lists / project clusters – next action)
4. Describe Time Management Assignment (Due week 8 ePortfolio, 10% of Grade)
a. With peer mentor
Week 7:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Study Skills
2. Test anxiety and test taking skills
a. Peer mentors
3. Describe, try mnemonic devices
4. WC – Academic Support Services

Week 8:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Health vs. Unhealthy Stress
2. WC - Athletics
3. Information literacy overview – Resources, academic integrity, source reliability
4. Describe Information Literacy assignment (Due week 9, 10% of Grade)

Week 9:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Health vs. Unhealthy Relationships
2. WC – Student Support Services
3. Introduce General Education Assignment 1 (due week 10)
4. Go to www.bcc.cuny.edu - print out a campus map
a. Circle the Library, Registrars office, Single Stop, other important locations
b. Campus Tour of Support Centers – Writing Center, Math Lab, One-Stop, Registrar
Week 10:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Emotional Intelligence
2. WC – Financial Aid 3
3. Introduce General Education 2 project
a. Written by week 13
b. Ready for presentation by week 14 (post to ePortfolio)
Week 11:
1. SH (Strategies for Success): Finding Your Zone: How to Achieve Flow
2. WC – Writing Intensive Courses
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Week 12: 11/27
1. SH (Planning Your Future): Graduation and Beyond, Part I
2. WC – Transfer Office Services
3. Discuss Educational goals (related to
a. How to add short-term goals and rewards (facilitative)
b. Goal statements
c. Implementation Intentions
Week 13
1. SH(Planning Your Future): Graduation and Beyond, Part II
2. Describe Resume and Career Plan Assignments (Due week 14, 5% and 10% of grade, .
respectively)
3. WC – Study Abroad
Week 14:
1. SH (Planning Your Future): Your Career: Researching the Choices
2. WC –Career Services

Week 14:
1. SH (Planning Your Future): Your Career: Presenting Your Best Self
2. Review
3. Questions

Syllabus is subject to change by instructor at any time
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Section AIV: New Courses
AIV.1
Department(s)
Career
Academic Level
Subject Area
Course Number
Course Title
Catalogue Description

Academic Affairs
[ x ] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
[ ] Regular [ ] Compensatory [ x ] Developmental [ ] Remedial

Pre/ Co Requisites
Credits
Contact Hours
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.

None
1
2
[ ] Yes [ x ] No

11
First-Year Seminar

This course combines a practical introduction to college for first-semester students with an introduction to
academic study. Students complete a highly structured college readiness curriculum of activities and assignments
addressing subjects such as time management, successful communication strategies, study skills, stress
management, and goal setting, both academic and professional. Additionally, through study of selected topics
drawn from across the disciplines, students are introduced to college-level academic study and prepared for
engagement with BCC’s General Education proficiencies.

Writing Intensive, WAC, etc)

General Education
Component

_x___ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

___ Flexible
_ ___ World Cultures
____ US Experience in its Diversity
____ Creative Expression
_____Individual and Society
_____Scientific World

Rationale: The First-Year Seminar prepares entering students for successful college careers. Increasingly stringent financial aid and academic eligibility
requirements, and the necessity of improving BCC’s retention and graduation rates, make the provision of a strong first-semester experience for students an urgent
imperative. FYS provides a comprehensive context for such an experience by integrating traditional orientation materials with a contextualized introduction to
academic skills and content. The course combines two dimensions: first, an introduction to academic content through study of selected topics from across the
disciplines, carefully designed for a 1-credit course tailored to the entering student; and second, a highly structured curriculum of college success topics such as
time and stress management, study skills, and career goals clarification. Additionally, the course is structured to include key support elements, including academic
advisers, peer mentors, and early assessment procedures. This course is the central component of an overall institutional plan for improving freshman year
outcomes.

AIII.1 The following revisions are proposed for the Liberal Arts and Science A.S. Degree
Department: Biology and Medical Laboratory Technology, Chemistry and Chemical Technology, Physics and Technology
Program: Liberal Arts and Science A.S.
Program Code: 00378
From
Course
ENG 10
ENG 11
ENG 12*
CMS 11
HIS 10
HIS 11
PEA
HLT 91

Course
CHM 11
CHM 22
MTH 31
MTH 32
ART 11
MUS 11

To
Core Requirements
Description
Fundamentals of Composition & Rhetoric OR
Composition and Rhetoric I
Composition and Rhetoric II
Fundamentals of Interpersonal
Communication
History of the Modern World OR
Introduction to the Modern World
Physical Education OR
Critical Issues in Health
Subtotal
Required Areas of Study
Description
General Chemistry
General Chemistry II with Quantitative Analysis
Analytic Geometry & Calculus I
Analytical Geometry & Calculus II
Introduction to Art OR
Introduction to Music OR
Humanities or Social Science**
Modern Language†
Subtotal

Credits
3

Area
A

Required Core
Description
English Composition

Credits
6

B

Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning*

3

C

Life and Physical Science**

3

Subtotal

12

3
3
3
1-2
13-14

Flexible Core
Credits
4
5
4
5
3
0–8
21-29

Area
A
B
C
D
E
A-E

Description
World Cultures and Global Issues
US Experience and its Diversity
Creative Expression
Individual and Society
Scientific World**
Restricted Elective***

Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3

Subtotal

18

Course

Specialization Requirements
Description
Specialization requirements for option#
Free Electives

Credits
17-18
0-9

Subtotal

17-26

* Students in the Earth Systems and Environmental Science Option may also
select from ENG 14, EN 15, OR ENG 16
**See your advisor to determine the appropriate course from an approved list
of Humanities or Social Science courses.
†Modern Language is a requirement for students planning to transfer to a
CUNY four-year college and major in biology, chemistry, earth science or
physics, Students planning to transfer should see the language requirements
for the four-year degree program at the senior college.
#See your department advisor for the appropriate sequence of specialization
courses. Students transferring to a college of pharmacy should complete BIO
11 and 12.
‡Students may also select BIO 11 or PHY 11
The Biology Option fully articulates with Lehman’s B.S. in Anthropology and
B.A. in Biology. The Biology Option also articulates with SUNY Empire State
College. Copies of these agreements may be found on the BCC Transfer
Planning website

Course
BIO 11
BIO 12
CHM 31
CHM 32

Specialization Requirements for Biology Option
Description
General Biology I
General Biology II
Organic Chemistry I
Organic Chemistry II
Subtotal

Credits
4
4
5
5
18

Course
MTH 32

Specialization Requirements
Description
Analytical Geometry & Calculus II
Specialization requirements for option#
Additional Mathematics Credit *
Additional Lab Science Credit **
MTH 30 if required and/or Free Electives
Subtotal

Credits
5
17-18
1
2
0-5
30

*Students in this major are required to take MTH 31 to fulfill Required Core Area
B and the additional Mathematics credit in the Specialization Requirement. Note
that MTH 30 is a prerequisite to MTH 31.
** Students in this major are required to take CHM 11 to fulfill Required Core
Area C, CHM 12 to fulfill Flexible Core Area E and to fulfill the additional 2
credits in the Lab Science Specialization Requirement.
*** Restricted Elective: must select one course from Flexible Core A-E. No more
than two courses in any discipline or interdisciplinary field.
# See your department advisor for the appropriate sequence of specialization
courses. Students transferring to a college of pharmacy should complete BIO 11
and 12.
‡Students may also select BIO 11 or PHY 11
The Biology Option fully articulates with Lehman’s B.S. in Anthropology and
B.A. in Biology. The Biology Option also articulates with SUNY Empire State
College. Copies of these agreements may be found on the BCC Transfer
Planning website

Course
BIO 11
BIO 12
CHM 31
CHM 32

Specialization Requirements for Biology Option
Description
General Biology I
General Biology II
Organic Chemistry I
Organic Chemistry II
Subtotal

Credits
4
4
5
5
18

Specialization Requirements for Chemistry Option
Course
Description
CHM 31
Organic Chemistry I
CHM 32
Organic Chemistry II
CHM 33‡
Quantitative Analysis
BIO 11
General Biology I OR
PHY 11
College Physics I
Subtotal

Credits
5
5
4
4

Course
CHM 31
CHM 32
CHM 33‡
BIO 11
PHY 11

18

Specialization Requirements for Chemistry Option
Description
Organic Chemistry I
Organic Chemistry II
Quantitative Analysis
General Biology I OR
College Physics I
Subtotal

Credits
5
5
4
4
18

Specialization Requirements for Earth Systems and Environmental
Science Option
Course
Description
Credits
CHM 27
Principles of Laboratory Safety
2
CHM 33
Quantitative Analysis
4
ESE 11
Earth System Science: The Earth OR
ESE 12
Earth System Science: The Atmosphere OR
8
ESE 13
Earth System Science: The Ocean
(Choose two of the above three courses)
ESE 21
Earth System Science: The Environment
4
Subtotal
18

Specialization Requirements for Earth Systems and Environmental
Science Option
Course
Description
Credits
CHM 27
Principles of Laboratory Safety
2
CHM 33
Quantitative Analysis
4
ESE 11
Earth System Science: The Earth OR
ESE 12
Earth System Science: The Atmosphere OR
8
ESE 13
Earth System Science: The Ocean
(Choose two of the above three courses)
ESE 21
Earth System Science: The Environment
4
Subtotal
18

Specialization Requirements for Physics Option
Description
Physics II
Physics II
Physics III
Analytical Geometry & Calculus III
Subtotal

Specialization Requirements for Physics Option
Description
Physics I
Physics II
Physics III
Analytical Geometry & Calculus III
Subtotal

Course
PHY 31
PHY 32
PHY 33
MTH 33

Credits
4
4
4
5
17

Course
PHY 31
PHY 32
PHY 33
MTH 33

Credits
4
4
4
5
17

Rationale: The changes to the curriculum are being made to conform to the new CUNY Common Core structure. We are seeking approval from
the CUNY Office of Academic Affairs for selection of MTH 31 in the Required Core B, CHM 11 in the Required Core C, and CHM 12 in the Flexible
Core E. This program leads to transfer to baccalaureate programs in science. Having students take the basic mathematics and science courses in
the core allow them to transfer with sufficient preparation to take advances courses at the senior institution without loss of credit or delay in
their academic progress.

CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be
submitted for only one area of the Common Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the
college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or Science course that meets major requirements. Colleges
may submit courses to the Course Review Committee at any time. Courses must also receive local campus
governance approval for inclusion in the Common Core.
College
Course Prefix
and Number
(e.g., ANTH 101,
if number not
assigned, enter
XXX)
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Credits
Contact Hours
Pre-requisites (if
none, enter N/A)
Co-requisites (if
none, enter N/A)

Bronx Community
SPN 21

Catalogue
Description

A literary and historical study of Spanish culture; develops basic language skills. Class
discussions on social, historical and artistic values of Spain, past and present. Course
conducted in Spanish.

Special Features
(e.g., linked
courses)
Sample Syllabus

Spanish Language and Culture
Modern Languages
Spanish
3
3
SPN 13 or SPN 17, or placement
N/A

Attached
Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

x revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only
one.)
Required
English Composition
Mathematical and Quantitative
Reasoning
April 2, 2012

Flexible
World Cultures and Global Issues
Society
US Experience in its Diversity

Individual and
Scientific World
1

Life and Physical Sciences

Creative Expression

Waivers for Math and Science Courses with more than 3 credits and 3 contact hours
Waivers for courses with more than 3 credits and 3 contact hours will only be accepted in the required areas of
“Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning” and “Life and Physical Sciences.” Three credit/3-contact hour
courses must also be available in these areas.
If you would like to request a waiver
Waiver requested
please check here:

If waiver requested:
Please provide a brief explanation for
why the course will not be 3 credits and
3 contact hours.
If waiver requested:
Please indicate whether this course will
satisfy a major requirement, and if so,
which major requirement(s) the course
will fulfill.

April 2, 2012
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Learning Outcomes
In the left column explain the course assignments and activities that will address the learning outcomes in
the right column.

I. Required Core (12 credits)

A. English Composition: Six credits
A course in this area must meet all the learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
 Read and listen critically and analytically, including









identifying an argument's major assumptions and
assertions and evaluating its supporting evidence.
Write clearly and coherently in varied, academic
formats (such as formal essays, research papers, and
reports) using standard English and appropriate
technology to critique and improve one's own and
others' texts.
Demonstrate research skills using appropriate
technology, including gathering, evaluating, and
synthesizing primary and secondary sources.
Support a thesis with well-reasoned arguments, and
communicate persuasively across a variety of contexts,
purposes, audiences, and media.
Formulate original ideas and relate them to the ideas of
others by employing the conventions of ethical
attribution and citation.

B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning: Three credits
A course in this area must meet all the learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
 Interpret and draw appropriate inferences from

quantitative representations, such as formulas, graphs,
or tables.
 Use algebraic, numerical, graphical, or statistical
methods to draw accurate conclusions and solve
mathematical problems.
 Represent quantitative problems expressed in natural
language in a suitable mathematical format.
 Effectively communicate quantitative analysis or
solutions to mathematical problems in written or oral
form.
April 2, 2012
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 Evaluate solutions to problems for reasonableness

using a variety of means, including informed
estimation.
 Apply mathematical methods to problems in other
fields of study.

April 2, 2012
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C. Life and Physical Sciences: Three credits
A course in this area must meet all the learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and

methods of a life or physical science.
 Apply the scientific method to explore natural

phenomena, including hypothesis development,
observation, experimentation, measurement, data
analysis, and data presentation.
 Use the tools of a scientific discipline to carry out
collaborative laboratory investigations.
 Gather, analyze, and interpret data and present it in an
effective written laboratory or fieldwork report.
 Identify and apply research ethics and unbiased
assessment in gathering and reporting scientific data.
II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas
and no more than two courses in any discipline or interdisciplinary field.

A. World Cultures and Global Issues

A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety
Students will read literary, cultural, and historical
of sources and points of view.
texts, and study other cultural representations in
areas such as art and music, and through short
essays, and in preparation for tests and class work,
will gather, interpret and assess theoretical and
critical arguments pertaining to Spanish history,
art, literature and culture.
 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or
Students will evaluate evidence and arguments on
analytically.
Spanish culture analytically through preparation for
class discussions, the short essays, and tests.
Students will produce well-reasoned arguments on  Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using
evidence to support conclusions.
Spanish culture both through short essays, and in
class work and tests.

A course in this area (II.A) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A
student will:
April 2, 2012
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Analyze Spanish culture in its diversity – regional,
linguistic, religious, and in other areas – and
describe an event or process from more than one
point of view. Students will demonstrate ability in
this area through class work, the short essays, and
the tests.
Demonstrate knowledge of, and ability to analyze,
the historical development of Spanish society
through class work, test and the short essays.

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and
methods of a discipline or interdisciplinary field
exploring world cultures or global issues, including,
but not limited to, anthropology, communications,
cultural studies, economics, ethnic studies, foreign
languages (building upon previous language
acquisition), geography, history, political science,
sociology, and world literature.
 Analyze culture, globalization, or global cultural
diversity, and describe an event or process from more
than one point of view.

 Analyze the historical development of one or more

non-U.S. societies.
 Analyze the significance of one or more major

movements that have shaped the world's societies.
 Analyze and discuss the role that race, ethnicity, class,

Speak, read, and write Spanish and use it to
respond to a different culture, in taking notes from
the lectures, in class discussions, in essays and on
the tests.
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gender, language, sexual orientation, belief, or other
forms of social differentiation play in world cultures or
societies.
 Speak, read, and write a language other than English,
and use that language to respond to cultures other than
one's own.

6

B. U.S. Experience in its Diversity
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety

of sources and points of view.
 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or
analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using
evidence to support conclusions.
A course in this area (II.B) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A
student will:
 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and









methods of a discipline or interdisciplinary field
exploring the U.S. experience in its diversity,
including, but not limited to, anthropology,
communications, cultural studies, economics, history,
political science, psychology, public affairs, sociology,
and U.S. literature.
Analyze and explain one or more major themes of U.S.
history from more than one informed perspective.
Evaluate how indigenous populations, slavery, or
immigration have shaped the development of the
United States.
Explain and evaluate the role of the United States in
international relations.
Identify and differentiate among the legislative,
judicial, and executive branches of government and
analyze their influence on the development of U.S.
democracy.
Analyze and discuss common institutions or patterns of
life in contemporary U.S. society and how they
influence, or are influenced by, race, ethnicity, class,
gender, sexual orientation, belief, or other forms of
social differentiation.

C. Creative Expression

A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety
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of sources and points of view.
 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or
analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using
evidence to support conclusions.

A course in this area (II.C) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A
student will:
 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and
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methods of a discipline or interdisciplinary field
exploring creative expression, including, but not
limited to, arts, communications, creative writing,
media arts, music, and theater.
Analyze how arts from diverse cultures of the past
serve as a foundation for those of the present, and
describe the significance of works of art in the societies
that created them.
Articulate how meaning is created in the arts or
communications and how experience is interpreted and
conveyed.
Demonstrate knowledge of the skills involved in the
creative process.
Use appropriate technologies to conduct research and
to communicate.

8

D. Individual and Society
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety

of sources and points of view.
 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or

analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using

evidence to support conclusions.

A course in this area (II.D) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A
student will:
 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and







methods of a discipline or interdisciplinary field
exploring the relationship between the individual and
society, including, but not limited to, anthropology,
communications, cultural studies, history, journalism,
philosophy, political science, psychology, public
affairs, religion, and sociology.
Examine how an individual's place in society affects
experiences, values, or choices.
Articulate and assess ethical views and their underlying
premises.
Articulate ethical uses of data and other information
resources to respond to problems and questions.
Identify and engage with local, national, or global
trends or ideologies, and analyze their impact on
individual or collective decision-making.

E. Scientific World
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety

of sources and points of view.
 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or

analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using

evidence to support conclusions.
A course in this area (II.E) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A
student will:
April 2, 2012
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 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and
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methods of a discipline or interdisciplinary field
exploring the scientific world, including, but not
limited to: computer science, history of science, life
and physical sciences, linguistics, logic, mathematics,
psychology, statistics, and technology-related studies.
Demonstrate how tools of science, mathematics,
technology, or formal analysis can be used to analyze
problems and develop solutions.
Articulate and evaluate the empirical evidence
supporting a scientific or formal theory.
Articulate and evaluate the impact of technologies and
scientific discoveries on the contemporary world, such
as issues of personal privacy, security, or ethical
responsibilities.
Understand the scientific principles underlying matters
of policy or public concern in which science plays a
role.

10

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
SYLLABUS SPANISH 21
Credits/Hours: 3/3
Prerequisites: SPN 13 or SPN 17 or placement
Course Title: Spanish Language and Culture
COLLEGE CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
A literary and historical study of Spanish culture; develops basic language skills. Class
discussions on social, historical and artistic values of Spain, past and present. Course
conducted in Spanish.
COURSE DESCRIPTION: A typical week will include two or more chapters from
Civilizacion y cultura de Espana, supplemented by lecture and discussion, as well as
short oral presentations, and essays. The instructor will supplement the basic text
material with the reading of some material in Spanish language structure. Individual
work may be assigned on a particular structural aspect of the language. Specific
structural features may be selected for further work from the reading material and
students’ written work. There will be a midterm and a final examination.
PATHWAYS LEARNING GOALS:
Read literary, cultural, and historical texts, and study other cultural representations in
areas such as art and music, and through short essays, and in preparation for tests and
class work, will gather, interpret and assess theoretical and critical arguments pertaining
to Spanish history, art, literature and culture.
Evaluate evidence and arguments on Spanish culture analytically through preparation for
class discussions, the short essays, and tests.
Produce well-reasoned arguments on Spanish culture both through short essays, and in
class work and tests.
Analyze Spanish culture in its diversity – regional, linguistic, religious, and in other areas
– and describe an event or process from more than one point of view. Students will
demonstrate ability in this area through class work, the short essays, and the tests.
These goals will be assessed through the activities and assignments which students will
complete listed above.
Demonstrate knowledge of, and ability to analyze, the historical development of Spanish
society through class work, test and the short essays.
Speak, read, and write Spanish and use it to respond to a different culture, in taking notes
from the lectures, in class discussions, in essays and on the tests.

HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS: 1. Prepare and study your assignment day by day. Do not
delay the preparation, correction and review of any lesson until “later”. 2. Use the new
vocabulary you learn in your daily work, in conversation and in writing. 3. Participate
freely in the class discussion. Your instructor will assist you. 4. Ask questions about
what you don’t understand. 5. Ask your instructor to explain to you how to study for the
test.
TEXT: Civilizacion y cultura de Espana by Vicente Catarino
Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1981
SCHEDULE:
The following list of topics is expected to extend over a period of 14 weeks. Each
instructor is encouraged to go beyond this basic topical list to be followed each week:
I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

Introduccion: (a) El pais; (b) Zonas; (c) Las Islas; (d) Las lenguas; (Paginas
XVII-XXVIII.
Espana prehistorica y primitiva: (a) El hombre primitivo; (b) La Edad
Antigua; (c) Los pobladores primitivos de la peninsula hispanica hasta la
conquista romana; (d) Roma y la romanizacion de la peninsula (Paginas 1-29).
La Edad Media (Paginas 30-59).
La reconquista cristaina (718-1492).
La edad Moderna: (a) Europa durante el Renacimiento de los Reyes
Catolicos; (b) Unidad Religiosa; (c) La cultura bajo los Reyes Catolicos; (d)
Renacimiento y Humanismo (Paginas 83-114). First short essay due.
Espana bajo los Hasburgos (1517-1555); (b) Territorios europeos y africanos
de Carlos V; (c) conquistas en el Nuevo Mundo; (d) Felipe v (1555-1598); (d)
Los ultimos Hasburgos (Paginas 115-142).
El siglo de Oro espanol; (a) La sociedad espanola; (b) La vida religiosa; (c)
Organizacion de la sociedad en el Nuevo Mundo; (Paginas 143-157).
MIDTERM EXAM.
La vida cultural durante el Siglo de Oro: (a) El Barroco espanol; (b) El
periodo imperial; (c) El periodo nacional: el barroco espanol; (d)literatura y
otras manifestaciones artisticas (paginas 158-185). Examen de mediados de
semestre.
El siglo XVIII: (a)Espana bajo los Borbones; (b) la vida nacional durante el
siglo XVIII; (c) la vida cultural durante el siglo XVIII; (d) La literatura; (e) El
arte. (paginas 186-220)
La edad Contemporanea: (a) Europa durante el siglo XIX; (b) Espana durante
el siglo XIX; (c) Fernando VII (1808-1874); (d) Isabel II (1833-1868); (e) El
periodo de transicion (1868-1874); (f) La restauracion de la monarquia.
(paginas 221-240). Second short essay due.
La sociedad durante el siglo XIX: (a) La sociedad espanola durante el siglo
XIX; (b) La vida culural durante el siglo XIX; (c) Las letras y las artes en

Europa durante el siglo XIX; (d) La literatura espanola; (e) El arte en Espana.
(paginas 241-272)
XII.
El fin de siglo: La “Belle epoque”(a) Fin de siglo espanol; (b) El siglo XX;
(c) La politica de Alfonso XIII (1902-1931); (d) la vida intelectual: la
generacion del ’98; (e) La literatura ; (f) El arte. (paginas 273-323).
XIII. La segunda Republica: (a) El quinquenio republicano (1931-1936); (b) La
guerra civil (1936-1939); (c) El regimen de France (1939-1975); (d) el
regimen politico (e) la vida religiosa; (f) la vida intelectual; (g) la literatura;
(h) el arte (paginas 324-364).
XIV. Espana en la actualidad: (a) La vida politica; (b) La vida social; (c) la
literatura y las artes; (d) A modo de conclusion.(paginas 365-377). Repaso y
preparacion para el examen final.
XV. FINAL EXAM
GRADING:
Class work and Homework: 20%
Short essays: 25%
Midterm: 25%
Final Exam: 30%
The study of structural and stylistic issues in Spanish may take place through the
following approaches:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discussion of student writing problems on examinations and homework.
Discussion of difficulties with structure expressed by students.
Occasional analysis of newspaper or literary writing in Spanish.
Presentation of basic structural and writing problems: the subjunctive, the
pronomial system, the compound tenses, accentuation, etc.
5. Analysis of non-standard vocabulary or grammatical usage.

AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Modern Languages
FROM

TO

Departments

Modern Languages

Departments

Modern Languages

Course

SPN 21 Spanish Language and Culture

Course

SPN 21 Spanish Language and Culture

Pre or co requisite

SPN 13 OR SPN 17 OR Placement

Prerequisite

SPN 13 OR SPN 17 OR Placement

Hours

4 rec

Hours

3 rec

Credits

4

Credits

3

Description

A literary and historical study of Spanish Culture;
develops basic language skills. Class discussions on
social, historical and artistic values of Spain, past and
present. Course conducted in Spanish.

Description

A literary and historical study of Spanish Culture; develops
basic language skills. Class discussions on social, historical
and artistic values of Spain, past and present. Course
conducted in Spanish.

Requirement Designation
Liberal Arts

Requirement Designation
[ x ] Yes [ ] No

Liberal Arts

[ x ] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, WAC,
etc)
General Education
Component

____ Not Applicable

Course Attribute (e.g. Writing
Intensive, WAC, etc)
General Education
Component

Effective

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

___ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World

_x_ Flexible
_x_ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World

Not applicable

Effective

Fall 2013

Rationale: the credits and hours are both changed to 3, in accordance with national norms for upper-level college courses (literature and
civilization) in Foreign Languages.

CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be submitted for only one area of the Common
Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or Science course that meets
major requirements. Colleges may submit courses to the Course Review Committee at any time. Courses must also receive local campus
governance approval for inclusion in the Common Core.
College
Course Prefix and
Number (e.g., ANTH 101,
if number not assigned,
enter XXX)
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Credits
Contact Hours
Pre-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)
Co-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)

Bronx Community
SPN 22

Catalogue Description

Readings in Latin American literature. Representative texts on Latin American and
Caribbean culture, civilization, history and tradition. Conversation, literary analysis and
interpretation. Course conducted in Spanish.

Special Features (e.g.,
linked courses)
Sample Syllabus

Latin American Language and Culture
Modern Languages
Spanish
3
3
Spanish 13 or Spanish 17 or placement test

attached
Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only one.)
Required
English Composition
Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
Life and Physical Sciences

Flexible
World Cultures and Global Issues
US Experience in its Diversity
Creative Expression

Individual and Society
Scientific World

Waivers for Math and Science Courses with more than 3 credits and 3 contact hours
Waivers for courses with more than 3 credits and 3 contact hours will only be accepted in the required areas of “Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning” and “Life
and Physical Sciences.” Three credit/3-contact hour courses must also be available in these areas.
If you would like to request a waiver please check
here:
Waiver requested
If waiver requested:
Please provide a brief explanation for why the course will
not be 3 credits and 3 contact hours.
If waiver requested:
Please indicate whether this course will satisfy a major
requirement, and if so, which major requirement(s) the
course will fulfill.
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Learning Outcomes
In the left column explain the course assignments and activities that will address the learning outcomes in the right column.

I.

Required Core (12 credits)

A. English Composition: Six credits
A course in this area must meet all the learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Read and listen critically and analytically, including identifying an argument's





major assumptions and assertions and evaluating its supporting evidence.
Write clearly and coherently in varied, academic formats (such as formal essays,
research papers, and reports) using standard English and appropriate technology
to critique and improve one's own and others' texts.
Demonstrate research skills using appropriate technology, including gathering,
evaluating, and synthesizing primary and secondary sources.
Support a thesis with well-reasoned arguments, and communicate persuasively
across a variety of contexts, purposes, audiences, and media.
Formulate original ideas and relate them to the ideas of others by employing the
conventions of ethical attribution and citation.

B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning: Three credits
A course in this area must meet all the learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Interpret and draw appropriate inferences from quantitative representations, such
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as formulas, graphs, or tables.
Use algebraic, numerical, graphical, or statistical methods to draw accurate
conclusions and solve mathematical problems.
Represent quantitative problems expressed in natural language in a suitable
mathematical format.
Effectively communicate quantitative analysis or solutions to mathematical
problems in written or oral form.
Evaluate solutions to problems for reasonableness using a variety of means,
including informed estimation.
Apply mathematical methods to problems in other fields of study.

2

C. Life and Physical Sciences: Three credits
A course in this area must meet all the learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a life or physical
science.

 Apply the scientific method to explore natural phenomena, including hypothesis

development, observation, experimentation, measurement, data analysis, and
data presentation.
 Use the tools of a scientific discipline to carry out collaborative laboratory
investigations.
 Gather, analyze, and interpret data and present it in an effective written laboratory
or fieldwork report.
 Identify and apply research ethics and unbiased assessment in gathering and
reporting scientific data.
II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas and no more than two courses in any discipline or
interdisciplinary field.
A. World Cultures and Global Issues
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.

Students will read literary, cultural, and historical
texts, and study other cultural representations in
areas such as art and music, and through short
essays and a research paper, and in preparation for
tests and class work, will gather, interpret and
assess theoretical and critical arguments pertaining
to Latin American history, art, literature and
culture.
Students will evaluate evidence and arguments on
Latin American culture analytically through
preparation for class discussions, the short essays,
the oral presentation, the research paper, and tests.
Students will produce well-reasoned arguments on
Latin American culture through short essays and a
research paper, and in class work and tests.

 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of
view.

 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.

 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support
conclusions.

A course in this area (II.A) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

Students will read and analyze several written
April 2, 2012

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or
interdisciplinary field exploring world cultures or global issues, including, but not
limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural studies, economics, ethnic
studies, foreign languages (building upon previous language acquisition),
geography, history, political science, sociology, and world literature.
 Analyze culture, globalization, or global cultural diversity, and describe an event
or process from more than one point of view.
 Analyze the historical development of one or more non-U.S. societies.
 Analyze the significance of one or more major movements that have shaped the
world's societies.

3

works representative of major movements that have
shaped Latin American society, and through
assigned short essays, oral presentation and a
research paper, will gather, interpret, and assess
theoretical and critical works pertaining to Latin
American language and culture.
Students will analyze and discuss the role that race, 
ethnicity, class, gender, language, sexual
orientation, belief, and other forms of social
differentiation, play in the Latin American cultures
or societies through preparation for class
discussions, tests, the oral presentation, and the
final research paper.

Students will speak, read, and write in the Spanish
language at an appropriate level and will
demonstrate this through the short essays, the oral
presentation, and the final research paper. Students
will use the language to respond to the different
cultures that make up the Latin American mosaic.
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Analyze and discuss the role that race, ethnicity, class, gender, language, sexual
orientation, belief, or other forms of social differentiation play in world cultures or
societies.

Speak, read, and write a language other than English, and use that language to
respond to cultures other than one's own.

4

B. U.S. Experience in its Diversity
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.

 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of
view.

 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support
conclusions.

A course in this area (II.B) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or







interdisciplinary field exploring the U.S. experience in its diversity, including, but
not limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural studies, economics, history,
political science, psychology, public affairs, sociology, and U.S. literature.
Analyze and explain one or more major themes of U.S. history from more than
one informed perspective.
Evaluate how indigenous populations, slavery, or immigration have shaped the
development of the United States.
Explain and evaluate the role of the United States in international relations.
Identify and differentiate among the legislative, judicial, and executive branches of
government and analyze their influence on the development of U.S. democracy.
Analyze and discuss common institutions or patterns of life in contemporary U.S.
society and how they influence, or are influenced by, race, ethnicity, class,
gender, sexual orientation, belief, or other forms of social differentiation.

C. Creative Expression
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.

 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of
view.

 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support
conclusions.

A course in this area (II.C) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or
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interdisciplinary field exploring creative expression, including, but not limited to,
arts, communications, creative writing, media arts, music, and theater.
Analyze how arts from diverse cultures of the past serve as a foundation for those
of the present, and describe the significance of works of art in the societies that
created them.
Articulate how meaning is created in the arts or communications and how
experience is interpreted and conveyed.
Demonstrate knowledge of the skills involved in the creative process.
Use appropriate technologies to conduct research and to communicate.

5

D. Individual and Society
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.

 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of
view.

 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support
conclusions.

A course in this area (II.D) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or







interdisciplinary field exploring the relationship between the individual and
society, including, but not limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural
studies, history, journalism, philosophy, political science, psychology, public
affairs, religion, and sociology.
Examine how an individual's place in society affects experiences, values, or
choices.
Articulate and assess ethical views and their underlying premises.
Articulate ethical uses of data and other information resources to respond to
problems and questions.
Identify and engage with local, national, or global trends or ideologies, and
analyze their impact on individual or collective decision-making.

E. Scientific World
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.

 Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of
view.

 Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.
 Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support
conclusions.

A course in this area (II.E) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

 Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or
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interdisciplinary field exploring the scientific world, including, but not limited to:
computer science, history of science, life and physical sciences, linguistics, logic,
mathematics, psychology, statistics, and technology-related studies.
Demonstrate how tools of science, mathematics, technology, or formal analysis
can be used to analyze problems and develop solutions.
Articulate and evaluate the empirical evidence supporting a scientific or formal
theory.
Articulate and evaluate the impact of technologies and scientific discoveries on
the contemporary world, such as issues of personal privacy, security, or ethical
responsibilities.
Understand the scientific principles underlying matters of policy or public concern
in which science plays a role.
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Bronx Community College
Department of Modern Languages
SPN 22 : Latin American Language and Culture
Hours/Credits: 3/3
Syllabus and Tentative Calendar
Course Description:
Readings in Latin American literature. Representative texts on Latin American and Caribbean
culture, civilization, history and tradition. Conversation, literary analysis and interpretation.
Course conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisite: SPN 13 or SPN 17 or placement test
Course Overview:
The students will build vocabulary to the point that they will be able to carry on conversation in
the Spanish language on designated subjects. Emphasis in the course will be placed on spoken
Spanish and on the use of idiomatic expressions. A great deal of time will be dedicated to
conversation on Latin American history, culture, politic, arts, music, film, and on literary works.
General Education Learning Outcomes:
Evaluation of student work:
2 Exams

25%

2 Summaries/critical reviews (1 page each) 20%
1 oral report 20%
1 final paper (5 pages) 25%
Class discussion and participation (including theatrical readings and performances) 10%
Total 100%
Text:
Chang-Rodrίguez Eugenio. Latinoamérica: su civilizaciόn y su cultura. Fourth Edition.
Thomson & Heile, 2004.

TENTATIVE CALENDAR:
1

Week 1: Introduction to the colonial world and to the theme of alterity and otherness.
Scheduling of oral reports.
Week 2: The great pre-columbian civilizations. pp. 29-43.
Week 3: The Spanish colonial regime, pp. 55-61. Intellectual life in the colonial era. pp. 89-95.
Week 4: Continuation: Intellectual life in the colonial era. pp. 95-105. Sor Juana Inés de la
Cruz.
The Wars for Independence. pp. 107- 121.
Week 5: Modernism: Rubén Darío. Review for the midterm exam.
Week 6: Midterm Exam. The countries of Rίo La Plata pp. 137-146.
Week 7: The southern Andean countries. pp. 157-175: Chile y Perú. The northern Andean
countries. pp. 117-191. First essay due on Nuestra América by José Martí.
Week 8: Nuestra América by José Martí. México pp. 193-205
Week 9: Central America. pp. 207-225. The personality of the major Caribbean islands. 227235: Cuba.
Week 10: Thursday 5: Continuation: The personality of the major Caribbean islands: The
Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico. Second essay due.
Week 11: From literary Americanism to literary universalism. pp. 251-261. Borges : “El
etnόgrafo” (independent reading).
Week 12: Review for the second exam. Second exam.
Week 13: Latino cultures of the United States. Theater and Music.
Week 14: Visual arts and cinema. Wrap-up and close of the semester.
Week 15: Final paper due.

2

AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Modern Languages
FROM
TO
Departments
Modern Languages
Departments
Course
Pre or co requisite
Hours
Credits
Description

SPN 22 Latin-American Language and
Culture
SPN 13 OR SPN 17 OR placement
4 rec
4
Readings in Latin-American literature.
Representative texts on Latin American
and Caribbean culture, civilization, history
and tradition. Conversation, literary
analysis and interpretation. Course
conducted in Spanish.

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive,
WAC, etc)
General Education
Component

Course
Prerequisite
Hours
Credits
Description

Modern Languages
SPN 22 Latin American Language and
Culture
SPN 13 OR SPN 17 OR placement
3 rec
3
Readings in Latin American literature.
Representative texts on Latin American and
Caribbean culture, civilization, history and
tradition. Conversation, literary analysis and
interpretation. Course conducted in Spanish.

Requirement
Designation
[ x ] Yes [ ] No

Liberal Arts

[ x ] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive,
WAC, etc)
General Education
Component

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

___ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its
Diversity
___ Creative Expression

_x_ Flexible
_x_ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society

___ Scientific World

___ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World

Effective

Not applicable

Effective

Fall 2013

Rationale: The new course title and course description simply eliminate an unnecessary hyphen. The credits and hours
have both been changed to 3, in line with national norms for upper-level content courses (literature and civilization) in
foreign languages at college level.

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE of the City University of New York
Senate Executive Committee
Annual Evaluation of the Performance and Accomplishments of the Standing Committees of the Senate: 2011-2012
Laura Broughton, Secretary
According to the BCC Governance Plan, the Senate Executive Committee must “Prepare an annual evaluation of the performance and
accomplishments of each standing committee of the Senate” (function #10). Prior to this year, this function does not seem to have ever
been performed.
According to the BCC Governance Plan, standing committees of the Senate are required to submit an annual report at the last
meeting of the Senate during the academic year. The table below shows which committees submitted reports for the academic years
2008-2009, 2009-2010, 2010-2011, and 2011-2012. These reports are attached to the Senate minutes from the May meetings of
each year and further information on the accomplishments of these standing committees can be found there. Prior to 2008, annual
reports were rarely, if ever, submitted.
Committee
Executive

Chair
(2011-12)

Submitted Annual
Report
20112012

20102011

20092010

Accomplishments (2011-2012)

Andrew
McInerney

•

•

Governance
and Elections

Franklin
Moore

√

√

Performance

20082009

√

•
•

•
•

The executive committee met one Monday each month
during the fall 2011 and spring 2012 semesters, for a
total of 7 times.
In addition to determining each month’s Senate agenda,
the committee elected representatives to the Committee
on Vice Presidents and Deans; forwarded slates of
nominees to the President for BCC, Inc., Auxiliary
Enterprises, and the Student Election Review Committee;
and discussed election procedure complaints, the budget,
the Pathways initiative, the role of the NYPD on CUNY
campuses, and academic attendance policies.
Franklin Moore replaced Simon Davis as committee
chair.
Representatives to the Committee on Space, Facilities,
and Physical Plant were successfully elected: J. Freeman,
A. Togha, V. Mishkin.
The committee passed a resolution reaffirming the role of
the Curriculum Committee in curricular development.
A representative to the UFS was successfully elected: L.
Lawton.
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• Routinely performs all
required functions
except #10.
• Has never submitted an
annual report to
Senate.

• Routinely performs all
required functions
except #2: “Prepare
and present to the
Senate a biennial
evaluation of the
governance of the
College”
• Did not submit an
annual report in 2012

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE of the City University of New York
Senate Executive Committee
Annual Evaluation of the Performance and Accomplishments of the Standing Committees of the Senate: 2011-2012
Submitted Annual
Chair
Report
Accomplishments (2011-2012)
Performance
Committee
(2011-12)

Academic
Standing

Isabel
Mirsky,
Stephen
Powers
(interim
Fall 2011)

20112012

√

20102011

20092010

√

√

20082009

•

•

•

Student
Activities

Melissa
Kirk,
secretary;
2011-2012:
Eric Sutton,
chair

√

√

√

•
•
•

•

The Committee on Academic Standing met on the second
on fourth Wednesdays of the month when school was in
session and a quorum was obtained for all meetings.
Every member of the Committee also served on an
appeals subcommittee at least once during each semester
and some members of the committee also listened to
appeals during the summer of 2011 and in January 2012.
The Committee on Academic Standing heard over 1000
appeals over the course of the year. The types of appeals
that were heard were: suspension appeals, administrative
appeals (WU grades), and statute of limitation appeals.
A number of items were brought by CAS to the Senate
and approved by the Senate in 2011-1012, including a
revision of the Dean’s List and the creation of a
President’s List, a revised requirement to enter the
Nursing program, a requirement to enroll in online
courses, a change in the language concerning the
entrance exam for the RN program, an update of sections
1 and 2 of the codification, a revised attendance policy
statement, and the granting of permission to students to
retake math courses for which they did not receive a C or
better without approval of the Math Department.
Approved charters and re-certification applications for: 4
honor societies, 6 college-wide organizations, 33 clubs
Voted to approve the 12 proposed amendments to the
SGA Constitution
In recent years working to contribute to increased
student engagement in student organizations. The
committee has also been focused on student learning
outcomes and assessment of the club and co-curricular
experience.
Recommend that chair be a faculty or staff member.
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• Performs both required
functions (formulating
policy and adjucating
student appeals)
consistently and well

Seems to fulfill functions
1, 3, & 4, but not #2:
“Serve as the agency
through which the College
establishes and reviews
rules of conduct &
regulations in conformity
with general requirements
of Article XV of the Board
of Trustees Bylaws.”

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE of the City University of New York
Senate Executive Committee
Annual Evaluation of the Performance and Accomplishments of the Standing Committees of the Senate: 2011-2012
Submitted Annual
Chair
Report
Accomplishments (2011-2012)
Performance
Committee
(2011-12)

Curriculum

Howard
Clampman

20112012

√

20102011

20092010

√

√

20082009

•

•

•

Space,
Facilities, and
Physical Plant

Luis
Montenegro

Oral
only

√

√

•
•

The Curriculum Committee met 6 times during the fall • Has been performing
well, despite the
2011 semester. During the fall semester the committee
additional pressure of
reviewed and approved modifications to 5 degree
Pathways.
programs and 14 existing courses, one new course and
one Letter of Intent. In addition, the committee reviewed • Do not see evidence of
on advisory basis one new experimental course. After its
performing the second
11/29/11 meeting, the committee took a brief hiatus to
part of function #4:
allow the Pathways Steering Committee to meet during
”Assemble information
it normal time slot.
on all courses, both
non-credit
On 2/27/12, a joint meeting with the Pathways Steering
(remediation) and
Committee was held to bring all Curriculum members up
to date on the Steering Committee’s work to date. Since
credit and develop
that meeting the Curriculum Committee has met 7 times
procedures for the
and focused solely on the Pathways Initiative and BCC’s
evaluation of effectiveness
Common Core.
Through its 5/7/12 meeting the
of these courses.”
Curriculum Committee has approved 15 courses for
inclusion in BCC’s Common Core.
A lot of Curriculum work was planned to take place in
the summer. The Curriculum Committee has discussed
and acknowledged the need to form an unofficial
Curriculum Committee to review the many remaining
Pathways related items during the summer. That
unofficial committee will present its findings to the first
official Curriculum Committee in fall 2012.
J. Freeman, A. Togha, and V. Mishkin were elected to be • The committee has had
on the committee.
difficult meeting
quorum this year and,
The committee requires continuous input from students,
so, has had difficulty
which has been lacking the last few years. The chair
performing its
recommends that alternates by appointed in order to
functions this year.
maintain continuous engagement.
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Submitted Annual
Chair
Report
Accomplishments (2011-2012)
Performance
Committee
(2011-12)

Instruction
and
Professional
Development
(advisory)

Ben
Yarmolinsky

20112012

√

20102011

20092010

√

√

20082009

•

•

•

•

The CIPD meets once a month and has representation
from all of the departments of the college, as well as the
library, the Student Activities office and the Office of
Academic Affairs.
This semester the committee has embarked on an effort
to redefine its functions and determined that combining
the functions of overseeing both instruction and
professional development makes the committee unique
among colleges, both inside and outside of the CUNY
system.
A review of the committee's functions in the BCC
Governance Plan has led us to the following conclusions:
A) functions 1, 3, 4, & 5 have not been carried out and
often have been carried out by other college units, B)
function 2 (conducting annual faculty and staff survey)
has been consistently carried out, and C) functions 6 & 7
have been carried out as needed.
The committee has recommended that A) the committee
functions be redefined in the Governance Plan, B) the
new director of CTLT be made a member of the
committee, C) the committee be used as a clearing house
about developments in instruction and scholarship for
members to report back to their departments, D) the
committee be integral to organizing a Faculty Day at the
end of the 2012-13 academic year, and E) the committee
create an online repository of information pertaining to
its activities.
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• The committee has not
carried out most of its
functions in the last few
years.
• The self-review and
recommendations by
the committee are a
good step in redefining
the committee’s role.
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Annual Evaluation of the Performance and Accomplishments of the Standing Committees of the Senate: 2011-2012
Submitted Annual
Chair
Report
Accomplishments (2011-2012)
Performance
Committee
(2011-12)

20112012

20102011

20092010

20082009

Community
Relations and
Special Events
(advisory)

Vice
Presidents and
Deans
(advisory)

Andrew
McInerney

√

√

√

•

•

•

The committee met once in the academic year, on Feb.
22. The committee also conducted business electronically
in April.
All committee business concerned implementation of the
procedure for selecting faculty seats on the search
committees for new vice presidents. The committee
recommended a list of six names out of nine nominees for
the search committee for the VP of Academic Affairs and
seven faculty nominees and two non-faculty volunteers
for the search committees for the VPs of Student
Development and Institutional Advancement.
The committee deferred discussion of implementing the
recommendations for evaluation of VPs (part of the
recommendations passed in April 2011) along with
procedures related to the new appointment and
evaluation of deans to a later term.
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• There is no record of
this committee in the
last 4 years of Senate
meetings.
• Has one function:
“Consult with and advise
appropriate
administrative officers on
ongoing and proposed
community projects
and special events.”
• As noted at left, in the
last two years, has been
trying to perform
function #2 “Consult
with the President
concerning the criteria
and the procedures to be
used by the President in
reviewing the
performance of Vice
Presidents and Deans
and their office” but plan
implementation was
delayed.

